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Abstract: The hydration lubrication paradigm, whereby hydration layers are both strongly held by the charges 
they surround, and so can support large pressures without being squeezed out, and at the same time remain 
very rapidly relaxing and so have a fluid response to shear, provides a framework for understanding, 
controlling, and designing very efficient boundary lubrication systems in aqueous and biological media. This 
review discusses the properties of confined water, which—unlike organic solvents—retains its fluidity down to 
molecularly thin films. It then describes lubrication by hydrated ions trapped between charged surfaces, and by 
other hydrated boundary species including charged and zwitterionic polymer brushes, surfactant monolayers, 
liposomes, and biological macromolecules implicated in synovial joint lubrication. Finally, challenges and 
prospects for future development of this new boundary lubrication approach are considered. 
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1  Introduction 
Attempts to reduce friction between sliding surfaces 
have been documented since antiquity [1, 2], as in the 
ancient Egyptian wall paintings at Saqqara or in 
references in the Hebrew Bible [2]. Modern insight 
into the nature of friction has emerged through 
understanding the dissipative processes that take 
place between rubbing surfaces [3, 4], an approach 
particularly championed by the late David Tabor [5]. 
The main modes of lubrication are often considered 
in terms of hydrodynamic, elastohydrodynamic  
and boundary processes (or a combination of these), 
as well as processes such as plastic deformation of 
the substrates and those that result in wear [6−9]. 
Boundary lubrication [10, 11] concerns molecularly 
thin films of materials (the lubricant) that are 
attached to the mutually-sliding substrates, so that 
when the surfaces slide past each other the slip 
occurs at the interface between these boundary layers. 
The essential energy dissipating process is the one 
where irreversible processes occur, such as breaking 
of bonds—e.g., van der Waals bonds—between 
atoms and molecules in the slip plane as they are 
forced in and out of contact during the sliding (the 
ideas underlying this mechanism were first 
examined by Prandtl [12] and by Tomlinson [13]). 
These irreversible processes can be described also in 
terms of adhesion hysteresis, which is the difference 
between energy cost to separate two surfaces and the 
energy gain when they are brought together again. 
Indeed it has been found that in many cases the 
friction varies with the adhesion hysteresis rather 
than with the adhesion [14−16]. A classic approach to 
boundary lubrication utilizes amphiphilic surfactant 
molecules whose polar head-groups attach to the 
solid substrate [7, 10], forming monolayers with the 
alkyl tails exposed, leading to relatively low sliding 
friction and greatly reduced wear of the underlying 
substrates [7, 17, 18]. In hydrodynamic lubrication 
processes, the energy dissipation during sliding is a 
viscous process (generating heat) as the film between 
the sliding interfaces is sheared [9]. 
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Over the past decades the use of polymers and 
other soft materials adsorbed or grafted as boundary 
lubricants on surfaces has been examined, 
particularly when considering friction in liquid 
environments [19−25]. The way in which the 
chain-like nature of polymeric layers affects frictional 
forces, in particular the configurational entropy of 
chains on the one hand [20, 26, 27], and their 
topological entanglements on the other [28, 29], is 
reasonably well understood. The issue of bridging of 
the gap between surfaces bearing adsorbed polymers 
is central to understanding why frictional dissipation 
with adsorbed chains is so much greater than with 
non-adsorbing (grafted) chains [30]. Friction in a 
water environment is of special interest. This is 
because water is the natural medium in the context of 
biological lubrication processes and of biomedical 
devices [31−35]. This is therefore an area of enormous 
applicability and potential for future development, 
and may have implications also for tissue 
engineering in regenerative medicine [36], where the 
interfacial properties of scaffolding materials have 
not been extensively explored.  
Water has many unique properties, but one of 
them—of particular relevance to friction and 
lubrication processes—was discovered only 
relatively recently. This is the persistent fluidity of 
water in confined thin films [37, 38]. Non-associating 
liquids, including organic solvents and oils, are 
known to become solid-like, with a viscosity which 
diverges, when confined between two surfaces as 
they slide past each other across films that are just a 
few monolayers thick [39, 40]. In contrast, water 
retains a bulk-like fluidity even when confined 
between solid surfaces to films that are down to 1 
monolayer in thickness [37]. This has crucial 
consequences for flow and frictional effects in living 
systems.  
The “ultimate” thin water films may be viewed as 
the hydration layers that form about charges in 
aqueous media as a result of the large dipole of the 
water molecule [41]; such hydration layers turn out 
to have truly remarkable properties in the context of 
lubrication. In the past decade or so, several studies 
have uncovered a mode of lubrication in aqueous 
systems, termed hydration lubrication [37, 42−46]. 
The origin of this is in the hydration layers that form 
about charges. A sheath or shell of such molecules 
surrounding a charge [47] may be very strongly 
attached [48] and at the same time very rapidly 
relaxing [41]. Thus such a hydrated charge between 
sliding surfaces can sustain a large normal load 
because of the reluctance of the hydration water to be 
squeezed out, but under shear this hydration layer 
responds in a fluid manner because of its rapid 
relaxation. This combination of sustaining a large 
normal load together with a fluid response to shear 
[45], has been termed the hydration lubrication 
mechanism. It can lead to a striking reduction of 
friction between surfaces which expose or slide 
across such hydrated layers, an effect which has now 
been observed in many of different systems. This 
review will discuss our present knowledge and 
understanding of this effect, which provides a new 
paradigm for boundary lubrication processes: One 
which relies on the lubricating elements formed by 
hydrated charges exposed at sliding interfaces. 
In what follows we first consider the issue and 
origins of the persistent fluidity of water in thin films, 
in strong contrast to organic liquids and oils. We then 
discuss the nature of hydration layers and the basic 
experiments that revealed the hydration lubrication 
effect. Following this, we describe a number of 
systems where this effect has been observed and 
studied: lubrication by charged and zwitterionic 
polymer brushes; boundary lubrication by classical 
surfactants under water; and the remarkable effects 
observed when liposomes—vesicles consisting of 
phospholipids, the building blocks of living cell 
membranes—are attached as boundary layers at 
surfaces. We follow this by discussing the relation of 
hydration lubrication to biological friction, in 
particular for the major load bearing joints such as 
hips or knees. We conclude this review by 
emphasizing the challenges and opportunities that lie 
in the understanding and utilization of this new 
lubrication paradigm. 
2  Fluidity of water in thin confined films 
When two solid surfaces approach each other across 
a fluid, they may experience both long-ranged and 
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short-ranged forces [47, 49, 50]. The former may be 
due to van der Waals forces that act between all 
surfaces, or—in the case of like-charged surfaces in 
aqueous media—they often arise from so-called 
double layer electrostatic repulsions that are due to 
the osmotic pressure of trapped counterions (and so 
are essentially entropic in character). Short-ranged or 
steric forces may arise from the interactions of 
surface-attached molecules of the confined liquids, 
sometimes called solvation or structural forces (or 
hydration forces, see below, when in aqueous media). 
A typical example of the normal force (Fn(D)) vs. 
surface separation (D) profile between two curved, 
charged mica surfaces across water, measured using 
a surface force balance (SFB), is shown in Fig. 1.  
The force is normalized by the radius of curvature 
R of the surfaces as F(D)/R, which, as long as R >> D, 
is related via the Derjaguin approximation [47, 49] to 
the surface energy per unit area E(D) of flat parallel 
surfaces obeying the same force-distance law, as 
F(D)/R = 2E(D). Since R ≈ 1 cm while D ≈ 100 nm, this 
approximation is valid. Figure 1 shows the 
long-ranged repulsion arising from the electrostatic 
double-layer on each surface, commencing at some 
hundreds of nanometers; when the surfaces 
approach to a few nanometer separation, van der 
Waals attractions exceed this repulsion, and at 
D ≈ 4 nm the surfaces jump into adhesive van der 
Waals contact (D = 0) as indicated in the inset. The 
overall force profile in such a system is well 
described by the Derjaguin-Landau-Vervey-Overbeek 
(DLVO) expression [47]: 
Fn/R = 128ckBT –1 tanh2 (e0/4kBT) exp (D) – AH/6D2 
(1) 
where c is the ion concentration, kB and T are the 
Boltzmann constant and absolute temperature, e is 
the electronic charge, 0 is the potential at each 
surface,  –1 = (kBT/8 e2c)1/2 is the so-called Debye 
screening length ( being the dielectric constant of 
the water). The first term on the right hand of Eq. (1) 
is the repulsion due to the electrostatic double layer, 
while the second term is the van der Waals attraction, 
with AH being the Hamaker constant.  
While the long-ranged equilibrium forces between 
surfaces across water have long been understood 
(though with some recent surprises [51]), the 
dynamic properties of water in ultra-thin confined 
films were, until recently, less well known. For the 
case of organic liquids or oils, it has been realized for 
some time that when confined to molecularly-thin 
layers (in the range 5−10 molecular diameters or less) 
such liquids become solid-like, and their effective 
viscosity diverges [39, 40, 52]. The case of water, 
however, is very different: In 2001 it was shown that 
water, even when confined to layers of thickness less 
than 3 nm, retains its bulk-like fluidity or close to it 
[37]. The experiments that showed this were based 
on analysing the jump into adhesive contact from  
D = Dj ≈ 4 nm such as shown in the inset to Fig. 1. An 
approximate expression was derived for the jump 
time  j from Dj to D = 0: 
   2j eff j H 18( )/R D A             (2) 
where eff is the effective viscosity of the thin liquid 
film across which the surfaces jump into contact. 
Estimates of the jump time  j revealed that, within 
confined films of thickness < ca. 3 nm, eff was indeed 









Fig. 1  Force (Fn) vs. surface separation D profile, measured in 
the SFB, normalized as Fn/R where R (≈ 1 cm) is the surface 
radius of curvature (in the Derjaguin approximation Fn/R yields 
the surface energy/unit area), between bare mica surfaces across 
water. The main figure shows the long-ranged electrostatic 
double layer repulsion—Eq. 1 in text—while the inset shows the
jump-in to contact under van der Waals forces from D ≈ 4 nm. 
The inset cartoon illustrates the SFB configuration, where the 
upper surface can be moved normally to change D or laterally 
(via a sectored piezoelectric tube), and normal and shear forces 
are measured via the bending of the two orthogonal springs Kn
and Ks respectively. (adapted from Ref. [37]) 
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viscosity water of water, water ≈ 0.001 Pa·s. Why does 
water in such ultra-thin films behave so differently to 
oils or organic solvents which solidify under such 
confinements? The answer is illustrated in Fig. 2.  
This shows schematically the disposition of the 
molecules of a liquid confined between two surfaces. 
The van der Waals attraction between the molecules 
and the surface results in a densification of the 
molecules in the immediate vicinity, within ~ h of the 
wall (as in Fig. 2), relative to their density in the bulk 
of the fluid. As the surfaces approach, the two 
densified regions eventually overlap (D < 2h), so that 
the overall density in the gap will be larger than that 
of bulk liquid, and may even exceed that of the solid 
phase (as shown explicitly in computer simulation 
studies of alkane liquids [53]). For most non- 
associating liquids, including organics and oils, the 
solid phase is denser than the liquid phase, so that 
densification of such a liquid in the gap promotes its 
tendency to solidify. In contrast, for the case of water, 
almost uniquely, the liquid phase is denser than the 
solid phase (which is why ice floats). Thus the 
densification of a thin confined water film acts to 
suppress its tendency to solidify [54], which is why 
water in films of thickness down to a single monolayer 
or so retains close to its bulk fluidity.  
3  Water in hydration layers – hydration 
repulsion 
The water molecule, H2O, is overall neutral, but 
possesses a large electric dipole by virtue of the 
residual charges on the H and O atoms, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3. 
As a result of this dipole, water molecules surround 
charges in aqueous media such as ions or zwitterions 
(see later) to form so-called hydration layers, as 
indicated in Fig. 3 for a simple monovalent cation. 
Such a hydration layer greatly reduces the self-energy 
(or Born-energy) of the enclosed charge (which may 
be viewed as the energy associated with assembling 
the charge). This in turn means that it can be very 
difficult to permanently remove a water molecule from 
the hydration sheath surrounding a charge: this is 
manifested as a large energy of dehydration, as shown 
in Table 1 below which gives the characteristics of 
some simple hydrated monovalent ions. 
 
Fig. 3  Illustrating the large dipole of water, and its formation  
of hydration shells about charges. Bottom: Adjacent charges 
experience a repulsive interaction of steric origin when their 
hydration shells overlap. 
Table 1  Size and hydration of alkali metal ions. 
Ion 
Ionic diameter  
(nm) 
Hydrated ion diameter 
(nm) 






Li+ 0.12 0.76 4  6   510 (85 – 128) 
Na+ 0.19 0.72 4  7   410 (59 – 103) 
K+ 0.266 0.66 5  10 337 (34 – 67) 
Cs+ 0.338 0.66 6  12 283 24 – 47) 
O (PEO)   (1)  34 34 
(Adapted from Table 2 of Ref. [68]) 
 
h                        h              
Fig. 2  Schematic illustration of why confined water remains 
fluid in contrast to organic solvents or oils: When the confined 
film thickness D < ca. 2h, the liquid density in the gap exceeds 
that of the bulk liquid (and may indeed exceed that of the solid 
phase [53]), suppressing the tendency of water to solidify, but 
promoting the solidification of most other liquids. 
~  0.7e
~ 1 Å 
Each ~ + 0.35e
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The large energies associated with hydration of 
charges lead to hydration repulsion effects [55−60], as 
qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 3, lower cartoon: the 
large energy associated with charge hydration 
effectively results in a strong, short-ranged repulsion 
of steric origin as water molecules are attracted into 
the gap between them to hydrate the charges. It is 
important to emphasize that the picture of hydration 
shells in Fig. 3 is very schematic: The actual scenario 
is highly dynamic, with the directions of dipoles and 
positions of the water molecules fluctuating rapidly 
[61]. It is only on a time average that the dipoles 
point towards the enclosed charge, as indicated, and 
that one may speak of a given number of water 
molecules that are associated with the hydration 
shell, as indicated in Table 1. In addition, exchange of 
water molecules in the hydration shell with “free” 
water molecules in the surrounding can occur very 
rapidly, over times scales exchange of order 10–9 s for 
the alkali metal ions in Table 1 [41]. This may also be 
taken as the relaxation time of the hydration shell, 
corresponding to relaxation rates  relaxation= (1/ exchange) ≈ 
109 s–1 for the case of the ions in Table 1. These very 
rapid relaxation times, which are only 100 times 
longer than the relaxation times (ca. 10–11 s) of water 
molecules in the bulk, are an important ingredient  
of the hydration lubrication mechanism described 
below. Other ions, especially divalent and trivalent 
ions [41, 62], may have much longer  exchange times;  
for example, for the Cr3+ ion,  exchange ≈ O(105) s, which 
is some 14 orders of magnitude longer than for the 
alkali metal ions. 
The same hydration effect can also lead to strong 
short-ranged repulsion when two charged surfaces 
interact across a high-salt-concentration solution 
[55, 59]. When such surfaces interact across pure or 
low salt-concentration water, as shown in Fig. 1, the 
counterions in the gap are mostly small hydrated 
protons which, as the surfaces approach, may readily 
condense into, and neutralise, the negatively charged 
lattice sites, so they come into adhesive van der 
Waals contact. In contrast, interactions across high  
salt solutions, above some critical hydration 
concentration (which differs with the ion but for Na+, 
K+ is around 0.1−1.0 mM [57, 59]) may be very 
different, as illustrated in Fig. 4 for the case of 0.1 M 
NaCl solution.  
In such a case the counterions trapped between the 
oppositely-charged surfaces are predominantly 
hydrated cations (positively-charged Na+ ions in Fig. 
4). The strongly held hydration layers surrounding 
each ion result in strong, short-ranged (D < Dhyd ≈ 
2 nm) hydration repulsion, which overcomes the van 
der Waals attraction between the surfaces. This is 
seen clearly in the force profile, of Fig. 4, where the 
broken red curves indicate the van der Waals 
attraction predicted to dominate at D < ca. 3 nm in 
Eq. (1), while the data points show the dominant 
hydration repulsion actually observed. We emphasize 
that there are two different “trapping” effects which 
lead to the hydration repulsion: on the one hand, the 
charges on the surface trap the counterions since the 
overall charge—surface charge and counterion charge 
in the gap—must be electroneutral or very nearly so. 
On the other hand, these trapped counterions in turn 
hold on strongly to their surrounding hydration 
water as explained above, which in turn results in  
the hydration repulsion preventing contact of the 
surfaces.  
We may make a very crude estimate of the 
maximal pressures Phyd,max we might expect this 
hydration repulsion effect to sustain, that is, the 
pressures up to which the surface interactions are 











0       10         20
D (nm) 
Fig. 4  Normalized force vs. separation (D) profiles between 
charged mica surfaces in NaCl solution at two concentrations 
above the critical hydration concentration. The red broken 
lines show the profile predicted by theory (Eq. 1 in text) 
where van der Waals attraction should dominate, while the 
data shows the strong repulsion actually observed at D < ca. 
2 nm, due to hydration effects indicated in the inset cartoon. 
(adapted from Ref. [45]) 
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adhere. For this we may use values for the 
“hydration” energy, the energy to permanently 
remove a water molecule from the hydration sheath, 
taken from Table 1, for say Na+ ions, trapped between 
mica sheets in high salt solution, as for the system in 
Fig. 4. As the surfaces approach and enter the range 
of the hydration repulsion, say at D < Dhyd ≈ 2 nm, 
further compression is resisted by the reluctance of 
the hydration water—which is strongly attached to 
the enclosed ion—to be squeezed out of the gap. To 
remove all nhyd hydration molecules (nhyd ≈ 5 for Na+, 
from Table 1) requires an energy equivalent to the 
hydration energy Ghyd, which from Table 1 is Ghyd ≈ 
400 kJ/mol ≈ 7 × 10–19 J/ion. If there are  Na  ions 
trapped/unit area, the total energy/unit area to 
“dehydrate” them, and so overcome the hydration 
repulsion, is    Na hydG  Assuming this energy is 
provided solely by the work done in compressing the 
surfaces, we have  





G P D             (3) 
where Phyd is the pressure in the hydration repulsion 
regime and D0 is the surface separation at which  
the hydration shell has been removed by the 
compression. Phyd(D) is not precisely known over the 
range (Dhyd, D0), though there are indications that it 
increases exponentially with decreasing D [57]. We 
therefore make the further approximation that the 
integral in Eq. 3 is dominated by Phyd(D) ≈ Phyd,max 
acting over the last say D = 0.3 nm of the range, 
where D is roughly the size of a water molecule. 
Following this cascade of bold assumptions, we have 
Phyd,max ≈ ( Na Ghyd/D). Taking  Na = 2 , where  ≈ 
1/(0.5 nm2) is the negative-charge surface density on 
the mica (since both surfaces contribute to  Na ), we 
obtain finally Phyd,max ≈ 109 N/m2 (= 1 GPa). This is very 
likely to be an overestimate, as we neglected the van 
der Waals adhesive forces between the surfaces as 
well as the electrostatic energy changes associated 
with the approach of the Na+ ions to the negatively 
charged lattice sites. But it is probably within an 
order of magnitude or so of the maximal pressure 
that the hydration repulsion would support for the 
system shown in Fig. 4. We note that the data in 
Fig. 4 shows the repulsion only up to mean pressures 
P ≈ 0.3 MPa = 3 × 105 N/m2, though in very recent work 
(Ma et al., to be published, Gaisinskaya et al., to be 
published) reversible force distance profiles in the 
hydration repulsion regime between charged mica 
surfaces (which are essentially a model, atomically 
smooth solid substrate) across 0.1 M alkali metal salt 
solutions (Na+, K+ ions) have been measured up to  
P ≈ 10 MPa = 107 N/m2 (with the hydration lubrication 
mechanism, see below, acting reversibly up to   
these pressures). Hydration repulsion forces in a 
completely different configuration—though one of 
relevance to systems we describe later in this 
review—have been measured up to similar pressures 
(107 N/m2) between charged lipid bilayers across 
water [63]. 
4  Lubrication by hydrated ions 
From the previous section we see that the hydration 
repulsion effect arising from trapped, hydrated 
counterions can support very large pressures while 
overcoming the van der Waals attraction between 
surfaces. What of the shear properties of such 
confined hydrated ions? In their SFB study in 2002, 
where the underlying ideas of the hydration 
lubrication mechanism were first formulated, Raviv 
and Klein [45] measured the frictional forces between 
mica surfaces in high concentration salt solutions in 
the hydration repulsion regime (though only, as 
noted earlier, to mean pressures P ≈ 0.3 MPa), first 
revealing the hydration lubrication mechanism. This 
was later repeated and extended in several studies 
[64−68] (as well as Ma et al., to be published, 
Gaisinskaya et al., to be published), and in other 
measurements where hydration lubrication was 
implicated [69−71]. Figure 5(a) reproduces the original 
Raviv and Klein results for NaCl solutions, while 
Fig. 5(b) shows results due to Chai et al. [68], who 
extended these results to other alkali metal ions, 
illustrating the typical hydration lubrication effect.   
The top trace a in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) is the back and 
forth motion of the upper surface in the SFB (inset in 
Fig. 1), sliding across the lower surface. Subsequent 
traces, taken directly from the SFB, show the friction 
transmitted across the gap to the lower surface, for 
different surface separations. Trace b in Fig. 5(a) shows 
the shear forces when the surfaces are very far apart, 
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Fig. 5  Typical friction force traces between surfaces sliding 
across each other in the SFB (inset to Fig. 1) in 0.1 M solutions 
of alkali metal salts. In both A (top) and B (bottom) traces (a) are 
the back-and-forth lateral motion x0 of the top surface, while the 
other traces show the frictional force transmitted to the bottom 
surface, at separations D as shown, within the hydration 
repulsion regime. In all cases the friction is within the noise level 
in the signal. (adapted from Refs. [45] and [68])  
establishing the baseline signal for the (essentially) 
total absence of frictional forces. All other traces in 
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) are for D < 2 nm, i.e., in the strongly 
repulsive hydration regime (see Fig. 4). Clearly the 
frictional forces in this regime are extremely weak, 
indeed within the instrumental scatter. An estimate 
suggests that in these conditions the effective friction 
coefficient  (within the range of sliding velocities 
and surface pressures studied) is not greater than  ≈ 
0.0002. This remarkably low value is characteristic  
of hydrodynamic rather than boundary lubrication, 
though the conditions of the measurements in Fig. 5—  
particularly the limitingly low sliding velocities—are 
typical of the boundary lubrication regime. What 
then is the origin of this strikingly low friction? 
The basic idea, which was briefly noted in the 
introduction, is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows 
(roughly to scale) two mica surfaces across a thin 
(1 nm) layer of aqueous salt solution (the ion sizes 
correspond to Na+ ions and their first hydration 
shells, see Table 1).  
As the top surface slides past the bottom one at 
velocity vs, the idea proposed by Raviv and Klein [38] 
was that, as long as the shear rate ( )/sv D   is lower 
than the relaxation rate relaxation exchange( )1 /   of the 
hydration shells, the hydrated ions would respond to 
shear in a liquid-like fashion. At the same time, the 
hydration repulsion described above acts to keep the 
surfaces apart even up to high pressures: It is to this 
combination—sustaining a high normal pressure  
and behaving as a fluid under shear—that the very 
low value of the friction arising from the hydration 
lubrication mechanism was attributed. A simple 
estimate of the shear forces based on this idea 
expected in the Raviv & Klein experiments bears this 
out. In those experiments, where sliding velocities  
vs reached ca. 1000 nm/s and the surface separation  
in the hydration repulsion regime was around 1 nm 
(Fig. 4), the shear rates were of order    s )/(v D  
3 110 s .  Assuming Newtonian behaviour of the liquid 
in the gap, one expects a shear stress  s  over the 
flattened contact region, of area A, between the 
compressed surfaces given by s eff ,    where eff  
is the effective viscosity of the liquid (hydrated ions + 
water) in the gap. The frictional force is then 
s s eff .F A A     From the experiments, at the highest 
load applied, 10 23 10 m ,A    while the normal 
forces (see Fig. 4) go up to 4n 10 N.F
  The value of 
ffe  is not directly known. It may be assumed to lie 
between that of bulk water, 
2H O
 and the effective 
“viscosity” of the hydration layers, which may be 
estimated to be 100 times higher than bulk water 
since the relaxation times of water of hydration is 
some 100 times longer than that of water molecules 
in the bulk. Taking the higher value as an upper limit, 
eff H2O100 0.1 Pa.s,    and the values of A,   and 
nF   above, allows us to estimate an effective friction 
coefficient 8 4s n eff n/ / 3 10 /10 0.0003.F F A F         
This estimated value, which is an upper limit, 
compares with the upper limit estimate  ≈ 0.0002 














Fig. 6 Illustrating the mechanism of hydration lubrication 
between charged surfaces across trapped hydrated ions, roughly 
to scale for mica surfaces and trapped hydrated Na+ ions. A large 
load can be supported by the hydration repulsion (see Fig. 4), but 
as long as the shear rate (vs/D) is less than the relaxation/
exchange rate relaxation (≈ 109 s1 for hydration shells on Na+) the 
confined liquid behaves in a fluid manner. 
Fs=10 N
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shear force traces.  
Very recently, SFB experiments by Ma et al. (to be 
published) examined the velocity dependence of the 
frictional forces between the mica surfaces (in Na+ 
solutions) at shear rates and loads up to 2 orders   
of magnitude larger than in the original Raviv & 
Klein study. These indicate that the simple picture 
suggested above may be more nuanced, at least   
for the case of hydration lubrication by trapped 
hydrated counterions as shown in Fig. 6. However, 
the underlying framework—of a “solid-like” response 
to normal load due to the hydration repulsion, 
together with a fluid response to shear due to rapid 
relaxation of hydration layers—remains the essence 
of the hydration lubrication mechanism, and is 
supported also by detailed molecular dynamics 
simulations [61]. 
While the most comprehensive studies on 
lubrication by hydrated ions come from studies on 
interactions between atomically-smooth, sliding mica 
surfaces, recent work has extended this also to a 
somewhat rougher, metallic surface. Chai & Klein 
created extremely smooth (though not atomically-    
smooth) gold surfaces via template stripping [72], 
which could be used as one of the interacting 
substrates in the SFB [73]. In Fig. 7 the normal 
interactions between a mica surface and such a gold 
surface are shown, both in pure water and in a high 
concentration salt solution (0.01 M KClO4).  
The pure water profile between mica and gold is 
very similar to the mica-mica profile, including the 
jump-in to contact from a few nanometer separation 
(see also Fig. 1), indicating that the gold surface is 
negatively charged (likely by an excess of –OH– ions) 
with a charge density very similar to that of the mica. 
The profile at high salt—blue symbols in Fig. 7— 
shows clearly the hydration repulsion as hydrated K+ 
counterions are trapped between the negatively 
charged gold and mica surfaces. Figure 8 shows the 
shear force traces for this system: trace a shows the 
lateral motion applied to the top surface, while traces 
(b)–(f) show the shear forces transmitted to the lower 
surface.  
As in Fig. 5, the friction forces are extremely weak, 
indeed within the experimental scatter, indicating 
lubrication by the hydrated trapped K+ ions. The 
slightly higher friction seen in trace f at relatively low 
pressures is likely to arise from asperity contacts 
between the gold—which is not atomically smooth  
as the mica is—and the opposing mica surface,  
rather than from breakdown of the hydration-   
lubrication mechanism. This observation of such low 
friction also at a sliding metal surface indicates the 
generality of the hydration lubrication effect, and 
that one does not require atomically smooth mica 
surfaces for this mechanism to operate.  
 
Fig. 8  Friction force traces between mica sliding on gold in 
KClO4 solution in the hydration repulsion regime (Fig. 7). Top 
trace (a) is the applied lateral motion of the top surface, while 
other traces show the friction transmitted to the lower surface at 
increasing loads (decreasing D). The RH traces are a frequency 
analysis of the friction force (arrows indicate drive frequency) 
showing little friction above the noise level except for the bottom 
trace. (adapted from Ref. [73]) 
Fig. 7  Force distance profiles between a mica surface and a
gold surface (cartoon inset), across water with no added salt,
and at high salt concentration in the hydration repulsion regime,
as shown by the blue data points. (adapted from Ref. [73]) 
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5  Lubrication by hydrated polymer 
brushes 
Already in 1994 it was shown [21] that neutral 
polymer brushes in an organic solvent could act as 
extremely efficient boundary lubricants when 
attached to opposing surfaces as they slid past each 
other, up to moderate compressions (ca. 3 atm in the 
case studied). This occurs because, as a result of 
entropic factors, the opposing brush molecules 
interpenetrate only very weakly when compressed 
[20, 26, 27]: It is energetically favourable for two 
swollen brushes on initial compression to become 
less swollen and denser than to interpenetrate each 
other. It may be shown [20, 27] that the thickness d of 
the overlapped region of the two brushes in the 
moderate compression regime varies only very 
weakly with the compression: 
1/3~d D                    (4) 
where D is the separation between the substrates. 
This means, for example, that an 8-fold compression 
of the brushes under a normal load which increases 
the polymer segment concentration c in the gap by a 
similar factor will only double the extent of the 
overlapped or interpenetrated zone. For this reason 
the interpenetration zone between the polymer 
brushes, which is where viscous dissipation occurs 
on sliding, remains unentangled up to moderate 
compressions and thus quite fluid. At the same time 
the osmotic pressure  of the polymer segments, 
which varies approximately as  ~ c2, can support a 
large external load. Already at the time it was 
conjectured that this so-called “entropic lubrication” 
might play a role also in biological systems, where 
flexible macromolecules are ubiquitous at interfaces 
between sliding surfaces, such as eyes or joints.  
Since in biology the medium is water rather than 
organic solvents or oils, and since most biological 
macromolecules are in part ionized or polar and so to 
some extent hydrated, brushes consisting of charged 
polymers are clearly a more appropriate model for 
biological lubrication.  
Raviv et al. [44, 74] studied the shear forces 
between charged polymer brushes in water, and 
discovered that such brushes provided boundary 
lubrication that was significantly more efficient than 
neutral polymer brushes. This is shown in Fig. 9, 
which plots the sliding friction coefficient as a 
function of polymer volume fraction  in the 
compressed polymer layers;  is a measure of the 
extent of compression of the surface-attached 
polymer layers.  
As indicated by the different data symbols and  
the cartoons in Fig. 9, the charged brushes provide  
considerably better lubrication up to higher 
compression than either neutral brushes—whether  
in organic or in aqueous media [75, 76]—or than 
adsorbed polyelectrolytes [77, 78]. This may be 
understood in terms of the structure and hydration 
of the charged brushes, as illustrated in the cartoon 
in Fig. 10.  
The cartoon, which shows not only the charged 
chains themselves but also the mobile counterions 
trapped within the brush layers (green symbols) 
illustrates the modes by which charged brushes 
reduce friction between sliding surfaces. Up to 
moderate compressions the brushes interpenetrate 
only weakly (d ~ D–1/3), as is the case for neutral chains 
and arises from configurational entropy effects as 
described above. The load is then borne by the 
osmotic pressure of the polymer segments. An 
additional factor contributing to this load-bearing is 
 
Fig. 9  Variation of the effective friction coefficient eff between 
polymer-bearing surfaces with the volume fraction  of 
compressed polymer for neutral brushes, for charged adsorbed 
polymers and for charged brushes, as indicated by the cartoons 
and symbols. At the point J for charged brushes the polymer is 
sheared off the surfaces and the friction rises abruptly. (adapted 
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Fig. 10  Illustrating schematically the origin of the lubrication 
by charged brushes. Up to moderate compressions there is little 
interpenetration between brushes, resulting in an unentangled 
overlapped layer and so little viscous dissipation. At higher 
compressions the hydration layers on the monomers act via the 
hydration lubrication mechanism. The mobile counterions (green 
circles) augment the osmotic pressure of the polymer segments 
and help to support the load. 
the osmotic pressure of the trapped counterions 
themselves, although they are not likely to provide 
lubrication as such. At the highest compressions, 
however, when the surface separation becomes 
comparable with or smaller than the radius of 
gyration of the polymer chains (D < ca. Rg), one 
expects the entropic effect suppressing the 
interpenetration to become negligible [20, 27]. It is  
at these higher compressions that lubrication by the 
hydration layers on the charged monomers, 
indicated in the cartoon, becomes the dominant 
lubricating mode via the hydration-lubrication 
mechanism. Since frictional dissipation takes place 
across the sheared interpenetration zone [29] rather 
than at a sharp interface as between solid surfaces, 
the hydration layers reduce the friction between the 
compressed monomers as they slide past each other, 
via the hydration lubrication mechanism. Both the 
additional load-bearing osmotic pressure due to 
trapped counterions, and the lubricating effect of the 
hydration shells about the charged monomers, are 
effects that do not apply in the case of neutral chains. 
They do however apply for adsorbed charged 
polymers: the reason why adsorbed chains (blue 
triangles in Fig. 9) are far inferior lubricants to the 
charged brushes is due to bridging effects which 
occur whenever two adsorbed layers interact. Such 
bridging occurs when a chain from one adsorbed 
layer adsorbs also to the opposing surface: When the 
surfaces slide past each other, the bridging chains are  
dragged past the surfaces onto which they are 
adsorbed, leading to energy dissipation and thus to 
higher friction [30, 77, 78]. We note that neutral 
brushes in aqueous media, such as brushes consisting 
of poly(ethylene oxide), also provide quite weak 
lubrication [75, 76]. This is likely to be because the 
PEO monomers are polar, so that the extent of 
hydration of their monomers (see also Table 1), and 
thus the efficiency of the hydration lubrication effect, 
is expected to be much weaker than for charged (or 
zwitterionic) monomers. Indeed, the issue of the extent 
of hydration of charged charged groups, which can 
differ greatly depending on the particular charged 
group structure or the surrounding salt concentration, 
is crucial to understanding and controlling hydration 
lubrication and is a recurring motif in this review. 
In the study on charged brushes by Raviv et al. 
[44, 74], the polymer chains consisted of diblock 
copolymers, where a hydrophobic block physically 
attached to the solid (hydrophobized) surfaces, 
driven by hydrophobic attraction. This is a relatively 
weak attachment, and indeed it was observed that at 
quite low pressures, ca. 3 atm, as the monomer 
density increased, friction between the monomers 
became large enough to shear the polymer brushes 
off the sliding surfaces. At this point, with the 
brushes removed, the surfaces jumped into adhesive 
contact and the friction coefficient increased  
abruptly, as indicated by the arrow J in Fig. 9. To 
overcome this, Chen et al. [79] adopted a different 
strategy—covalently growing polymers from the 
substrate to produce a much more strongly attached 
brush, consisting of poly[2-(Methacryloyloxy)ethyl 
PhosphoCholine], pMPC, chains [43, 79, 80]. Such 
grafted-from brushes are not only much more  
robust with respect to being torn off the surfaces, but 
in addition, and very importantly, each of the 
monomers on the pMPC chains had the structure of a 
phosphocholine group (as indicated in the insets to 
Fig. 11 and also Fig. 12).  
Phosphocholine groups are ubiquitous in 
biological systems, including especially cell 
membranes where they form the headgroups of a 
large class of phospholipids. The phosphocholine 
group is zwitterionic, i.e., overall neutral but 
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Fig. 11  Force distance profiles between surfaces bearing 
zwitterionic (pMPC) brushes of structure as indicated in the inset, 
grown from a macroinitiator layer (inset). The three profiles 
(lines are fits to the Alexander-de Gennes model which enables 
extraction of chain height L and spacing s on the surface), in 
order of decreasing onset of repulsion, are in water (no added 
salt), 0.01 M and 0.1 M salt concentrations respectively. At the 
highest loads the mean contact pressure is ca. 8 MPa. (dotted line 
is the interactions between the macroinitiator layers prior to 
grafting polymer. Adapted from Ref. [43]) 
containing both negative (PO4– ) and positive 
(N+(CH3)3) charged groups; in particular, with 
respect to lubrication, they are very highly hydrated, 
with up to 15 or more water molecules in the primary 
hydration shell (depending on the method used to 
determine this [81−86]). For comparison, the common 
alkali metal ions such as Na+ and K+, Table 1, which 
provide excellent lubrication when trapped between 
charged sliding surfaces, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, 
have fewer than half that number of water  
molecules in their primary shell. Figure 11 shows  
the normal force profiles Fn(D) between two 
pMPC-brush-bearing surfaces, where at the highest 
loads the pressure across the contact area is ca. 80 
atm (~ 8 MPa). Indicated in the inset is a schematic of 
the pMPC brush. Because they are covalently grown 
from the surface, the brush “density”, expressed in 
terms of the ratio (L/s), where L is the brush thickness 
and s is the mean brush spacing, can reach much 
higher values than for physisorbed brushes; values of 
(L/s) ≈ 25 have been attained (Tairy et al., to be 
published) compared with (L/s) ≈ 6 – 8 for physically 
attached brushes. The higher (L/s) ratio is associated 
with reduced relative interpenetration of the chains 
when the brushes are compressed. The robustness of 
the brushes, their high level of hydration, and the 
large (L/s) ratio, should thus all act to improve their 
lubrication properties. 
Chen et al. [80] measured the friction coefficients 
between sliding surfaces bearing such brushes [43]. 
The results are summarized in Fig. 12, which shows 
that the friction coefficients in pure water remain as 
low as 0.0004 even at pressures as high as ca. 8 MPa 
(80 atm).  
These high pressures are of special interest as they 
are comparable with the maximal pressures in the 
major joints such as hips or knees (Indeed, in a study 
examining the use of polymer brushes as boundary 
lubricants for prosthetic hip implants [87], a use first 
proposed by Raviv et al. [44], similar pMPC brushes 
grafted onto the polythene acetabular cup surface  
of the implant were found to reduce massively the 
wear of the material at physiological pressures. The 
friction was less affected, possibly because of asperity 
contacts). At physiologically high salt concentrations 
up to 0.1 M salt, the friction coefficient with the 
pMPC brushes was found [43] to increase slightly (to 
around 0.001 – 0.002): This is probably the result of 
some dehydration of the phosphocholine monomers 
by the salt ions (so-called “salting out” effect [88]). 
The origin of such massive reduction in friction is 
believed to be the high hydration level of the 
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Fig. 12  Variation of friction force Fs with load Fn between 
surfaces bearing pMPC brushes in water as in Fig. 11, indicating 
a friction coefficient  as shown. The inset illustrates the 
mechanism: At the highest loads the lubrication is attributed 
entirely to the hydration layers surrounding the phosphocholine 
groups. (Adapted from Ref. [43]) 
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phosphocholine monomers of the pMPC brushes,  
as illustrated in the inset to Fig. 12. At moderate 
compressions the brush-like nature of the layers 
suppresses their interpenetration as noted above for 
charged brushes. However, at the very much higher 
pressures which the chemically-grafted, robust pMPC 
chains can support, such effects, of configurational 
entropy origin, become negligible as the intersurface 
gap D becomes comparable or smaller than Rg. In 
addition, the polymers are zwitterionic, that is, they 
are overall neutral, in contrast to the charged brushes 
in Figs. 9 and 10. There are therefore no mobile 
counterions trapped in the chain layers to enhance 
the osmotic pressure as for charged brushes. The 
entire reduction in frictional forces between the 
zwitterionic brushes as they slide past each other at 
the highest compressions may thus be attributed to 
the hydration shells surrounding the phosphocholine 
monomers, acting via the hydration lubrication 
mechanism. We note also more recent macroscopic 
friction studies [89, 90] on pMPC and other hydrated 
brushes, where higher pressures still were accessed, 
but where the friction coefficient was substantially 
higher, of order 0.01 – 0.05. This may be in part because 
at these pressures—about an order of magnitude 
higher than in the Chen et al. study—more water was 
squeezed out of the hydrated monomers, thereby 
weakening the hydration lubrication effect.  
6  Boundary lubrication by amphiphilic 
surfactants under water  
Boundary lubrication by surfactants was first 
described by William Hardy early in the 20th century 
[10, 11]. In his classical picture, the two solid 
substrate surfaces sliding past each other were each 
coated with a monolayer of a surfactant consisting of 
a polar headgroup and an alkyl tail. The headgroups 
adhered to the substrate, while the tails were 
exposed as a close packed layer, and two such 
boundary layers rubbed past each other as the 
surfaces slid. Due to the relatively weak shear 
strength of the van der Waals bonds between them, 
these layers slid with quite low friction ( ≈ 0.05 – 
0.10); in particular they protected the underlying 
substrates (often metals) from contact and wear. This 
picture holds in air and in organic solvents (such as 
oils), but under water the behaviour turns out to be 
remarkably different. Briscoe et al., using an SFB, 
investigated the behaviour of boundary layers 
consisting of such amphiphilic surfactants both in air 
and when immersed in water [42, 91]. Their essential 
findings are shown in Fig. 13. 
The top trace A in Fig. 13 shows, as in earlier 
figures, the applied back-and-forth lateral motion 
applied to the top surface of the SFB, with the 
surfaces each bearing a monolayer of a   
double-tailed cationic surfactant of structure 
[CH3(CH2)10]2N+(CH3)2Br–. The positively charged 
ammonium group attaches to the negatively charged 
mica surface, while the alkyl tails are exposed. Both 
the geometry of contact and the thickness of the 
boundary surfactant layers is revealed by the shape 
of the interference fringes in the SFB experiment, 
lower right inset in Fig. 13. In air the two 
Fig. 13  Friction force traces between mica surfaces bearing 
surfactant layers. Top trace A is the lateral motion applied to 
the top surface, centre RH inset. Traces B, C show the shear 
forces transmitted to the lower surface, showing that in air 
(trace B) the friction exceeds the maximal applied shear force 
so that there is no sliding. On adding water, trace C, the 
friction drops by a factor of at least 100-fold. Lower RH inset 
shows the interference fringes observed in the SFB, which 
reveal that on adding water the surfactant layers swell by ca. 
2.5 Å each. (adapted from Ref. [42]) 
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monolayer-bearing surfaces come into adhesive van 
der Waals contact over a contact area A (insets to 
Fig. 13), and the friction Fs between them is larger 
than can be overcome by the shear forces applied as 
the top surface is moved laterally. Because of this the 
surfaces do not slide past each other, but rather move 
back and forth in tandem, as seen in trace B of Fig. 13. 
When water is added, however, two striking effects 
are noted. Firstly, the friction between the surfaces 
falls by at least two orders of magnitude, as seen in 
trace C of Fig. 13. Secondly, the interference fringes 
shift, indicating that each surfactant layer has become 
thicker by some 0.25 nm. By carrying out further 
measurements, particularly on the adhesion 
hysteresis between the surfaces both in air and under 
water, Briscoe et al. [42] were able to pinpoint the 
origin of the very large reduction in friction, which is 
illustrated in Fig. 14. 
In air (and likewise in oils), as shown long ago by 
Hardy and extensively studied since [7, 8, 92, 93], the 
boundary layers adhere through van der Waals 
bonding at the interface between their alkyl tails. 
When sliding past each other, these bonds shear   
and sliding occurs at the midplane interface, which   
is then the slip plane. When water is added to     
the system, however, it penetrates the surfactant 
monolayers to hydrate the polar headgroup layer at 
each mica surface, as illustrated in Fig. 14. That is the 
origin of the 0.25 nm swelling of each surfactant 
monolayer on addition of water. These charged, 
hydrated headgroup layers can now slide easily past 
the solid substrate via the hydration lubrication 
mechanism, and the slip plane shifts from the 
mid-plane between the boundary layers to the 
boundary-layer/substrate interface, as indicated in 
Fig. 14. Briscoe et al. [42, 91] were also able to show 
that when the surfaces are separated (and then 
rejoined) they come apart and together again at the 
mid-plane, but when sliding they slide at the 
substrate interface. In other words, the two surfaces 
adhere at one plane, but slide at another. This 
remarkable behaviour has recently been seen also 
with other amphiphilic surfactants [94]. 
7  Lubrication by liposomes  
The striking lubrication by the hydrated 
phosphocholine-like monomers of the pMPC brushes 
(Section 5), together with the very low friction 
surface provided by an interfacial layer of hydrated 
surfactant headgroups (Section 6), suggests that 
phospholipid bilayers could act as efficient boundary 
lubricants. Indeed, the lubricating properties of such 
bilayers have been extensively studied (see [95, 96] 
and references therein). In the study by Trunfio- 
Sfarghiu et al. [96] they were shown to reduce 
friction substantially via the hydration lubrication 
mechanism, though up to relatively low mean 
pressures (ca. 0.3 MPa). A different approach is to 
utilize phospholipid vesicles, known also as liposomes, 
which are composed of phospholipid bilayers (similar 
to cell membranes), as illustrated in Fig. 15. 
The outer liposome surfaces expose the lipid 
headgroups; when these are phosphocholine groups, 
the lipids are known as phosphatidylcholines (PCs). 
Most PCs are insoluble in water as single molecules, 
however, and liposomes provide a ready means of 
introducing PCs into aqueous media. Liposomes 
have been widely used in medical diagnostics and for 
drug delivery [97, 98], but their use as boundary 
lubricants on solid surfaces has only very recently 
been explored. Goldberg et al. [46, 99] deposited 
small (diameter ca. 70 nm) unilamellar (single bilayer 
wall) vesicles of Hydrogenated Soy PC (HSPC, 
structure shown in Fig. 15) onto mica. The liposomes 
Fig. 14  Schematic illustration of the origin of the large
friction reduction between surfaces coated by close-packed 
surfactant layers as seen [42] in Fig. 13, trace C. On adding
water, it penetrates and hydrates the head-groups at the mica
surfaces, enabling hydration lubrication and the shift of the
slip planes to that interface as indicated.  
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form a close packed monolayer on the mica, as seen 
in the micrograph in Fig. 15. The friction acting 
between two such liposome-coated surfaces was  
measured in the SFB, and the results are shown in 
Fig. 16.  
Extremely low friction coefficients were measured 
between the sliding surfaces, as low as  = 2 × 10–5 at 
mean pressures of over 10 MPa (100 atm). The origin 
of this very low friction is again attributed to the  
 
Fig. 16  Variation of friction Fs with load Fn between two 
HSPC-liposome-bearing surfaces (as in Fig. 15), with the highest 
loads corresponding to contact pressures of over 10 MPa. The 
lines c, d, e represent friction coefficient values as indicated ( = 
5 × 104, 1 × 104 and 2 × 105 respectively). The inset illustrates 
the hydration lubrication mechanism as two hydrated 
phosphocholine head-group layers exposed by the liposomes rub 
past each other. (adapted from Ref. [46]) 
hydration lubrication mechanism, as the highly-    
hydrated phosphocholine layers exposed by each 
liposome layer rub against each other, as illustrated 
in the inset to Fig. 16. The robustness of such 
liposome boundary layers to high pressures and 
shear was attributed [46] to a number of effects: to 
the HSPC liposomes being in their solid-ordered 
phase, in which the bilayers have a more rigid 
structure; to the closed nature of the PC vesicles 
themselves; and to their close packed nature on the 
surfaces. Very recent systematic studies on a series of 
PC liposomes with different tail lengths (Sorkin et al., 
to be published) have revealed more subtle effects 
controlling the robustness of the liposome surface 
layer (and that merely being in the solid-ordered 
phase is not sufficient). The extreme boundary 
lubricating properties of liposomes arising from the 
hydration lubrication mechanism thus offers great 
promise for medical and biomedical applications 
where friction is an issue, including osteoarthritis, 
contact lenses or knee- or hip-joint implants. This   
is because such liposomes, often being composed   
of naturally-occurring and biologically ubiquitous 
phospholipids, are fully biocompatible. 
8  Hydration lubrication in biological 
systems 
The natural medium of living systems is water,    
so that most biological molecules or molecular 
assemblies—cells, organelles, proteins, macro- 
molecules, connective tissues, components of the 
extracellaular matrix—are at least partly hydrophilic 
or expose hydrophilic groups. Such groups may be 
charged, polar, dipolar or zwitterionic, and as such 
are likely to be hydrated to a lesser or greater extent. 
Thus we expect lubrication in biology to be in 
substantial measure related to the hydration 
lubrication mechanism, in addition to other frictional 
dissipation processes. Of particular interest both 
from a tribological, but also from a biological     
and biomedical perspective [100], are lubrication 
processes occurring under conditions of large 
mechanical stresses, including especially the major 
joints (hips or knees).  
 
Fig. 15  A cryo-Scanning Electron Microscopy picture of 
liposomes of hydrogenated soy phosphatidylcholine (HSPC, 
structure shown) adsorbed onto mica from dispersions. A close 
packed layer of the liposomes on the mica is covered by a 
sparser overlayer of loosely attached liposomes (lighter shade). 
(Micrograph adapted from Ref. [46]) 
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In such joints, layers of articular cartilage (coating 
the ends of the articulating bones) rub past each 
other; the cartilage consists of a network of collagen 
fibres, permeated with a large array of charged, 
flexible macromolecules, proteins, phospholipids and 
other components (see review in Ref. [101]); a 
schematic of a hip joint is shown in Fig. 17.  
The joint cavity is filled with synovial fluid,  
which also contains a range of flexible, charged 
macromolecules, proteins, and lipids. From a 
tribological point of view, the synovial joint is one of 
the most remarkable constructs in nature. Through 
the use of implants with pressure sensors, local 
pressures up to ca. 20 MPa (ca. 200 atm) have been 
measured in hip joints [102, 103], while the mean 
pressure during the peak of a normal walking cycle is 
ca. 5 MPa. At the same time, friction between 
articular cartilage surfaces in living joints at these 
pressures is extremely low, even at very low sliding 
pressures. Values down to around 0.003 have been 
reported in animal joints in vivo or in cadavers 
[104−106], although in practice it is extremely 
difficult to measure such low friction coefficients in 
living joints. This is because it is almost impossible in 
a frictional torque measurement (the usual approach 
used in vivo) to separate the frictional dissipation  
that arises from distortion of surrounding tissue 
during joint articulation from that due to cartilage- 
cartilage sliding friction (D. Dowson, private 
communication). For this reason, even the low values 
reported for friction coefficients from in vivo 
measurements are likely to give values that are 
higher than the intrinsic friction coefficient associated 
with cartilage-cartilage sliding under high pressure. 
At the same time, once cartilage is removed from the 
body and examined in physiological saline, say, its 
surface characteristics change rapidly [107], and 
friction measurements are unlikely to reproduce the 
lubrication processes that occur between sliding 
cartilage surfaces in living joints. Healthy synovial 
joints in humans, therefore, may be taken to operate 
over a large range of shear rates (from rest to ca. 
106 s–1) and loads (pressures up to order 100 atm or 
more) with friction coefficients of order 0.001: No 
man-made joints approach this level of tribological 
sophistication. 
The importance of understanding the mechanism 
of lubrication that leads to such low friction in 
healthy joints, which has implications both for 
clinical and biomedical applications, has spawned a 
large number of models (see Refs. [100] and [101] for 
reviews of these). These range from extension of 
ideas from engineering tribology, to microscopic 
models based on the known molecular components 
of cartilage and of synovial fluid. The low friction in 
joints even at very low sliding velocities and even 
following extended periods of rest under load, 
suggest that boundary lubrication at the cartilage 
surface must play an important role. Several groups 
have studied the boundary lubrication properties   
of different molecular and macromolecular species 
associated with cartilage/synovial fluid [108−117], 
though a boundary lubrication mechanism duplicating 
the low in vivo friction coefficient has not yet been 
identified: The hydration lubrication paradigm that 
has emerged over the past decade for understanding 
frictional mechanisms in aqueous media, described 
in this review, provides a useful framework for such 
studies.   
Very recent attempts to pinpoint the relevance of 
this mechanism have examined systematically, using 
an SFB, the boundary lubrication properties of two  
of the main macromolecular species in cartilage, 
hyaluronan (sometimes referred to as hyaluronic acid 
(HA)), a linear polysaccharide, and aggrecan (Agg), a 
 
Fig. 17  Schematic of a human hip joint. The inset shows the 
outer cartilage surfaces with cartoons, roughly to scale, 
indicating the major macromolecular species: HA (blue), Agg 
(red bottle-brush-like molecules) and lubricine (green). 
(adapted from Ref. [36]) 
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bottle-brush-like proteoglycan. In cartilage, these 
macromolecules are synthesized in the chondrocyte 
cells native to the cartilage, and complex with each 
other so that the Aggs attach to the HA backbone: 
Fig. 17 illustrates the structure schematically. The 
HA/Agg complex, both of whose components are 
highly charged, must diffuse after its synthesis in the 
cells to permeate the cartilage network, where it 
provides the osmotic pressure that gives this network 
its mechanical properties. This complex presumably 
also diffuses to the surface regions of the cartilage 
which rub against the opposing cartilage surface. It 
has been conjectured [101] that, being highly charged, 
the HA/Agg complex might act—much as the 
charged or zwitterionic brushes described in section 
5 above—as an efficient boundary lubricant via the 
hydration lubrication mechanism. Indeed, HA 
alone—though originating in the synovial fluid 
rather than in the cartilage—was long thought to be 
an important contributor to lubrication of joints (see 
for example Refs. [118], and also [119]). Injection of 
HA as a “visco-supplement” for relief of painful 
joints is to this day a popular clinical treatment, 
though its benefits (over and above a placebo effect, 
say) have been questioned [120], and there is little 
evidence that it acts to reduce the friction in the 
conditions of articulating joints. In a series of papers, 
Seror et al. [121, 122] reconstructed both HA and, 
separately, the HA/agg complex onto the mica surfaces 
in the SFB, and measured the resulting boundary 
lubrication, as summarized in Fig. 18.  
In these experiments the HA was first attached to 
the mica. HA is negatively charged, as is the mica, 
and to induce its attachment the mica was coated 
with avidin and the HA was functionalized with 
biotin; biotin forms strong specific attachment to 
avidin, as indicated schematically in the left inset in 
Fig. 18. Friction forces as a function of the load, 
shown as empty triangles and stars in Fig. 18, 
indicate a rather high friction coefficient (≈ 0.3) 
between two such HA-coated surfaces already at 
quite low pressures. A reason for this may be the 
means of attaching the HA—via biotinylation and 
attachment to avidin on the substrate surface—which 
could lead to bridging of the HA, i.e., a given HA 
molecule may attach to avidin on both the opposing 
 
Fig. 18 Friction force Fs vs. load Fn between two surfaces 
bearing HA layers (empty triangles and stars), LH inset cartoon, 
and between surfaces bearing HA/Agg complexes, RH inset 
cartoon. Values of friction coefficients  are indicated at different 
regions of the Fs (Fn) plots. The upper scale shows the mean 
contact pressure for the HA/Agg data. (Shaded band is for an 
HA/Agg complex on mica rubbing against bare mica). (adapted 
from Ref. [122]) 
surfaces at the same time, and thus not be 
representative of the intrinsic friction between HA 
layers. The relatively poor lubrication is however in 
line with the conclusions of an earlier study on HA 
lubrication to much higher pressures [113] and may 
be due to poor hydration of the charged groups 
(COO– ) on the HA, as discussed below. Once Agg 
molecules are attached to the HA to form complexes 
similar to those in bulk native cartilage, as indicated 
by the right cartoon in Fig. 18, the friction coefficient 
is markedly reduced (to  ≈ 0.01) up to ca. 10 atm 
pressure. This may be for two reasons: firstly, there is 
a much smaller likelihood of bridging by the exposed, 
highly negatively charged Agg molecules to the 
avidin coating the opposing mica surfaces; secondly, 
the intrinsic friction between the two Agg layers may 
be lower due to the much higher charge density on 
Agg (consisting of COO– and –SO3– charged groups) 
relative to HA. At higher pressures—from above ca. 
15 atm in the study by Seror et al.—the friction 
coefficient increases as shown, possibly due to a 
greater bridging likelihood. However, even for Agg 
molecules rubbing against each other at the lower 
pressures, the friction coefficient is at least ten-fold 
higher than seen in for articular cartilage. This is 
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hydration of the negatively charged groups (–COO– 
and –SO3
– ) on the Agg molecules.  
Another molecule that has been frequently 
implicated in the boundary lubrication of cartilage  
is lubricin, an elongated, net negatively charged 
macromolecule (but bearing both positive and 
negative charges) present in both cartilage and 
synovial fluid. Direct measurements with an SFB of 
the friction between lubricin-bearing surfaces [116] 
indicate behaviour rather similar to that seen for the 
HA-Agg complex in Fig. 18: A low friction coefficient 
 (of order 0.02) up to ca. 5–10 atm, then much larger 
 values (around 0.2) at higher pressures. Thus we 
conclude that, to date, the major macromolecules 
(HA, Agg, lubricin) thought to be implicated in 
cartilage lubrication do not, when measured directly 
as boundary lubricants in SFB experiments, lead to 
friction coefficients anywhere near as low as those 
observed between healthy cartilage at physiological 
pressures.  
In view of the very low friction arising from    
the hydration lubrication mechanism when 
phosphocholine groups are implicated, as in Figs. 12 
and 16, we note that surface-active phospholipids 
have been suggested, by Hills and co-workers and by 
others [123−127], to play a central role in the 
boundary lubrication of cartilage. However, according 
to Hills [125] such phospholipids act in the classical 
boundary lubrication mode: with their phosphocholine 
headgroups attached to the cartilage surface, and 
their alkyl tails forming a close-packed layer which 
slides past a similar opposing alkyl-tail layer. Such a 
process is known to lead to friction coefficients  ≈ 
0.05–0.1, which is 1−2 orders of magnitude greater 
than in joints, so that the Hills picture is unlikely to 
be correct.  
9  Conclusions and challenges 
The hydration lubrication mechanism, which differs 
from the classical modes of lubrication, is a powerful 
new framework for understanding and controlling 
boundary lubrication processes in aqueous media. 
The essential idea is that hydration shells 
surrounding charged, zwitterionic or polar groups 
are tenaciously attached, and so able to support large 
normal stresses without being squeezed out, and at 
the same time are fluid, so that their sliding past each 
other or past surfaces can occur at very low shear 
stresses. This combination provides the elements that 
can make hydration lubrication extremely efficient, 
given the right hydrated species and the appropriate 
vectors to bring them to the desired slip interface. 
Model experiments between charged, atomically-    
smooth surfaces indicate that trapped, hydrated 
cations (such as the alkali metal ions) can indeed act 
in this way, but clearly the nature of the hydrated 
charge plays a crucial role: not all hydrated groups 
are “equal” in this respect. Thus, in general, we 
expect anions (negatively charged species) to be  
less well hydrated than cations [128] and so to be  
less effective hydration lubrication elements. Polar 
groups, such as –O– groups on monomers of the 
neutral but water-soluble polyethylene oxide (PEO), 
are expected to be even less hydrated (see Table 1) 
and so less effective still. This might, in particular, 
account for the breakdown of lubrication at relatively 
low P (a few atm) with the charged brushes 
described earlier (Ref. [44] and section 5), where the 
hydrated species are –SO3
– groups, as well as the 
relatively weak boundary lubrication effect by the 
HA and HA/Agg complexes, where the hydrated 
species are –COO– and –SO3
– (Ref. [122] and section  
8). It would also readily explain why PEO brushes  
in water [75, 76] provide only very moderate 
lubrication.  
Even within a given series of cations such as the 
alkali metal series Li+, Na+, etc., however, there may 
be large differences in the hydration lubrication 
efficiency depending on the details of the hydration. 
Thus we know that Cs+, the largest ion in this series, 
has the most weakly held hydration shell (Table 1), 
and for this reason it does not succeed as a lubricant 
at all [129]. The N+(CH3)2 or N+(CH3)3 group, in 
contrast, appear highly efficient in the hydration 
lubrication context, as seen when they form, 
respectively, a surfactant-headgroup surface layer 
[42, 129] (section 6) or as part of the phosphocholine 
group on vectors such as polymer brushes [43] 
(Section 5) or liposomes [130] (Section 7). 
Many of the findings reviewed here were  
revealed through SFB experiments, in which hard, 
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atomically-smooth mica substrates, either coated   
by other species or confining counterions between 
them, slide past each other. It is thus appropriate   
to ask how representative that is of sliding between 
soft surfaces, or between hard surfaces that do    
not possess mica’s single-crystal-plane smoothness 
(though some indication for the smoothness issue is 
given by the mica vs. gold studies, Figs. 7 and 8). 
Clearly even when the primary mode of friction is 
the rubbing of opposing boundary layers, and that of 
its reduction is via boundary lubrication, other 
modes of energy dissipation during sliding may  
play a role. The overall friction is clearly the sum of 
all such modes. These include viscous effects, for 
example when boundary polymer layers disentangle 
on sliding; viscoelastic effects when soft substrates 
are sheared and deformed; and plastic deformation 
and wear due to asperity contact even when most of 
the sliding is between the rubbing boundary layers. 
These additional modes need to be accounted for   
in any complete picture of the friction [100]. 
Nonetheless, SFB experiments provide a direct 
measure of the most basic intrinsic process as the 
boundary layers—be they liposomes, polymer brushes 
or trapped hydrated ions—rub past each other. In 
addition, when soft surfaces—and that includes 
much of biology—are compressed and made to  
slide, their softness (which may be quantified as a 
mechanical modulus < ca. 0.1 – 1 MPa) implies that 
even under moderate compression two such surfaces 
will be in intimate molecular contact [101]. This is 
precisely the geometry over the contact area of 
sliding smooth surfaces within the SFB, and implies 
that its most basic findings apply to boundary 
lubrication of soft surfaces.  
Finally, we may identify several challenges and 
opportunities related to hydration lubrication. These 
include: 
(1) What is the precise mechanism by which 
hydration lubrication operates? Earlier it was 
assumed qualitatively that it operates via a fluid 
response to shear of the hydration shells; but do the 
hydration shells respond in a Newtonian manner to 
shear (i.e., is the stress ~  , the shear rate)? A more 
detailed picture, which might be obtained through a 
wider range of shear rate studies, or spectroscopic 
approaches, or via computer simulations, is still 
lacking. The assumption that hydration lubrication 
will be efficient up to shear rates comparable to the 
hydration shell relaxation rates also needs to be 
examined. 
(2) What are the ultimate pressures at which this 
mechanism will apply? The crude estimate provided 
in this review suggests that pressures up to order 100 
MPa might be sustained by suitably hydrated ions. 
Some insight into this may come from computer 
simulations, though these hold their own challenges, 
particularly in water environments. They will 
depend on the details of the surrounding of the 
charge (e.g., the microscopic confining surface 
structure), the way in which the hydration water 
rearranges under compression, and indeed on the 
pressure-viscosity coefficient of water in hydration 
shells, which may differ from that of bulk water— 
where it is approximately zero—and is not, to our 
knowledge, known.  
(3) Can one systematically identify and rank 
charged groups, and/or their combinations, according 
to their hydration lubrication efficiency, so that design 
of efficient boundary lubricants at the molecular  
level becomes possible? Why, in particular, are 
phosphocholine groups such excellent hydration- 
lubrication elements? Could other such groups be 
predicted? 
(4) Would multivalent ions have desirable, possibly 
tunable properties as boundary lubricants? 
Multivalent ions have larger hydration energies, and 
a wide range of relaxation times, but a recent SFB 
study on mica surfaces immersed in 0.1 M Ni2+ 
solution suggests that extrapolation of results on 
monovalent ions to multivalent may not be 
straightforward [66]: At these salt concentrations   
the Ni2+ ions were apparently expelled from between 
the surfaces to be replaced by hydrated protons, so 
that no hydration lubrication was observed. Other 
studies [131] indicate that the critical hydration 
concentration of multivalent ions is in the molar (1 M) 
range, rather than mM or less for monovalent alkali 
metal [57] ions. 
(5) The extremely efficient lubrication by 
phosphocholine-bearing vectors such as brushes   
or liposomes present both a challenge to our 
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understanding and an opportunity for exploitation. It 
seems clear that, via the hydration lubrication 
mechanism, such groups must play a central role in 
biological friction and lubrication processes, 
although the precise manner in which they do this is 
not known (and probably differs in different 
biological environments). Because of their 
biocompatibility, such groups also have promise, 
given appropriate delivery vectors, to dramatically 
reduce friction and wear of biomedical devices or 
friction between living surfaces in medical treatments. 
Development of such vectors is in itself a worthy and 
major challenge. 
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